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Feminists in International Relations (IR) have argued that there is a personal element in the international, and shown how people at the margins of global politics matter. Feminists have also criticized the argument that research produces objective knowledge, instead arguing that all knowledge (particularly feminist knowledge) is perspectival, interested, and political. Still, we often acknowledge intellectual and political perspective without including emotional dimensions. 
But that is not how research works. I feel my work. My emotions to/with it include relating, desire, repulsion, fear, love, and hate. I am personally invested in my research; motivated by passion about its subject matter and ambitions for my career. Those feelings, are without, within, and constitutive of the work itself  – not separate from it. Emotion in (and as) research is an experience shared by all researchers. Some deny it. Some embrace it. Some of us cannot sort it out. Some need therapy about it or fall into more than one (or even all) of those categories.  There are also interrelated emotions about disciplinary reactions to the research: the situated and contextual emotional risk of doing the work and sharing it. Thus, my “perspective” is about my experiences as gendered feminine, and my feminist politics, but also about my feelings as (a) me. 
If knowledge is interested, then, it is not just in terms of experience or politics, but also feeling and emotion. The interaction between feeling/emotion and knowledge is neither simple nor static – it is a complicated. Our personal emotional relationships with our research involve conflict and contradiction, and change and/or evolve over time. How “we” collectively relate to our research also changes with changing cultural norms, both generally and within the discipline. For example, my discussion below involves facebook statuses, which have (fast) become a popular way of expressing (and commodifying and individualizing) emotion, about research and otherwise.
In fact, some might characterize my (and others’) interest in “bringing in” emotions to IR research as less an intellectual innovation or development than a follow-on to the relentless/staged personal emoting of online social networking in an increasingly performative online social environment. Certainly, even a decade ago, it may have been unimaginable to complain to a thousand of one’s “closest” friends about a stomachache, much less difficulty with a journal article.  Now, such performances are commonplace. 
Still, to reduce the question of feeling our research to the recent commodification of individual emotion in online social networking is as big an error as ignoring the role of emotion at all. Like any research, research about emotion in our research needs to take account of complexities, contingencies, and problems in the experience, performance, and reception of those emotions – but their existence does not need to hinder doing the research. 
There are certainly many ways to research feelings about our research and how those feelings affect research. I use narratives. Feminists have argued that narratives are texts that both assist theorizing and constitute theory (Zalewski 1996). I share narratives of the felt experience of disciplinary interactions around some of my research here, using contrasting approaches: personal explanatory narratives introducing the research, facebook status collages,​[1]​ and discussions of emotional reactions to the research process.
This piece looks at research as personal and researches the personal in (particularly my) work, particularly how emotional risks in (feminist) IR research inform its content. It asks how risks/emotions shape and are shaped by researching agendas through two examples of (my) work in (feminist) IR: conversations between feminisms and Security Studies and feminist research on women’s violence. 
Exposure: Approaching IR with Gender Research
Feminist work on the meaning, content, and practices of Security Studies increases in volume, sophistication, and breadth as Feminist IR grows.  Still, conversations between feminisms and “mainstream” Security Studies remain stunted. Part of work has tried to spark these conversations, through engaging with “traditional” security theories, publishing feminist work in “traditional” security outlets, and involving “non-feminist” security scholars in feminist conversations.  One such project was editing a special issue of Security Studies. This project began in summer 2006 (with the special issue proposal) and was published in 2009 (in the journal and a follow-up book).​[2]​  In facebook statuses: 
7/10/06 feels naked in a crowded stadium despite being neither
7/12/06 feels like a crazy hot movie star naked in a crowded stadium despite being none of the above 
2/18/07 Is way too little to do something this big
6/20/07 doing thankless work that no one cares about 
11/20/07 thinks, what if this actually f*cking works? 
4/28/08 thinks about (personal and international) security way too much
9/16/08 is wishing she could draw and quarter a particular editor 
9/18/08 is calming down and uttering a few sentences without curse words in them
12/07/08 needs to remember that playing with fire gets one burned. She always thinks she is the circus performer who can juggle the fire. She most definitely is not.
05/18/09 Dude! Special Issue! Sweet! (link omitted)
10/17/09 Buy the Book!  (link omitted)
3/20/10 feels that the problem with bridges is that they don’t belong on either side

In personal narrative: 
Fear and terror: from my (law) office in (Bangor) Maine with no (academic) job, asking an elite journal for a feminist special issue when they have never even printed the word “women.” Heart attack: editors agreed, quickly and enthusiastically. Desire to hide: editors do not get the sex/gender distinction or feminist critiques of normal science. Courage: there are risks in trying to bridge these divides explicitly and without yielding epistemological ground. Submission: journal editors will lead the workshop and select essays. Fear and terror again: I must do both. I will edit this issue and must justify my decisions. Enthusiasm: I can turn these path-breaking papers into articles. Defeat: a reviewer clearly does not understand.  False bravado: negotiating with the journal editors. Exhaustion: levels of effort and emotional commitment required are ridiculous. Relief: every single suggested revision is finally done. Betrayal: should more revision demands be read as about editorial change disorganization or hostility to feminist work? Fear and terror yet again: defending the work and the review process. Cynical obligation: revising again. Numbness: the articles are finally accepted. Mad, crazy joy: issue is published. Fear and terror, fourth time: how will Security Studies react? How will feminists? 
Analyzing Emotion in (my) “Mainstreaming” Feminist Work
My work trying to “mainstream” gender in IR is emotional (because of my political commitment) and emotionally risky (given the high likelihood of misunderstanding and rejection). The nudity reference describes feeling exposed when taking big research risks that are likely to cause backlash. The bridges comment expresses frustration that a mainstream-seeking scholarly mission is both encompassing and isolating.  There is also emotional affirmation: when both “sides” engage, I feel victorious. But neither the frustration of failure nor the celebration of success come without risk, exposure, and fear or the ambition and bravado that ignoring or overcoming it requires. The research cannot be separated from those feelings. In this research, I am at risk, exposed, fearful, ambitious, and courageous.  The research, then, is also risky, exposed, fear-inducing, and driven by ambition and courage.  It is more than that, but always that. 
Perversion: Women’s Violence in Global Politics 
In April 2004, I saw pictures of prison abuse in Iraq in the newspaper. I found myself unsurprised by the US military perpetrating war crimes but shocked by the (female) sex of some perpetrators.  I thought, “a woman did that?” Later, it occurred to me that I think women can do that (not that they should) because women are as capable as men.  As a feminist, I seek to reveal, transgress, and ultimately defeat sex and gender subordination.  Political, scholarly, and media reactions of shock, fetishization, and stereotyping to Abu Ghraib were themselves gender subordination, enacted by me (among others). So long as we see women as incapable of anything (even committing heinous violence), we place limits on all women’s capabilities.
“Me” in Researching Women’s Violence 
These limits on all women’s capabilities discipline me as woman. As such, I desire to deconstruct (my and others’, particularly feminists’) essentialist understandings of violent women in order to deconstruct essentialist understandings of me. I also desire the development, growth, coherence, and prominence of a feminist community of scholars in IR. Work on women’s violence can sit uncomfortably in the feminist community because unseats our characterizations of violence as male/masculine, and, I think, our unnecessary but existent assumption that women have men’s capacities without their flaws.  I have always believed that these two emotional commitments are not contradictory. 
Feeling the Discipline’s Gaze on Research about Women’s Violence
Reactions in the feminist community have ranged from enthusiastic bandwagoning to repulsion at violent femininity and alienation of the resulting research. From the “mainstream,” reactions have included a befuddling (pornographic?) fascination with women’s violence, taking work on women’s violence as a critique of feminist IR, and entrenching gender essentialist understandings by trying to differentiate women’s motivations for violence from men’s. 
Doing this research inspires a number of feeling-experiences. Happiness: the idea caught on. People come to the panels. There is a research program. Accomplishment: Damn. I had a hand in starting this. But there are also negative feelings. Fear: most data-collection in this research involves physical and emotional risk. Repression, anger, frustration, caged-ness: people’s failure to see my stakes, their stakes, and feminist stakes in this research makes me want to lash out about how I cannot figure out how interact with people who cannot see.  Gaze: people often find this research perverse – why would I highlight the disgusting stuff (very few) women do, when it contradicts the maternity, peacefulness, and care of femininity it would be easier to emphasize? Islolation: I must have some sick fascination with violence. Contradiction: I am a(n) (afraid but violent) trapped pervert who gets attention for it. 
A Language for Feeling in Research?

3/09/10: [American Political Scientist and Foreign Policy blogger Dan] Drezner's blog about the ISA Compendium [an encyclopedia covering the discipline of IR]: "You can't say that feminist scholarship was neglected or marginalized in this encyclopedia -- both J. Ann Tickner and Cynthia Enloe [feminist scholars] were cited in more entries than either Robert Jervis or John Mearsheimer [security scholars].” Congrats, feminist friends. Maybe all of the work was worth it. Maybe.
1/29/09: just got told by the National Science Foundation that her research plans were "irrelevant," "radical," and " unlikely to produce any real knowledge." Motivating.

Research is often an emotional roller coaster. Most of us know that. Some of us (myself included) now share a fair amount of that roller coaster not only among my best friends and officemates but very publically – on facebook, and now in ISR. Our performances shed light on and provide an outlet for the emotion that has always been a crucial but silent part of our research, but they also distort and possibly exaggerate them. We are starting to see these complexities.












^1	  These are a filtered form of expression, as interesting for what they leave out as for what they include. That said, they archive immediate reactions, which, when triangulated with unfiltered memories of feelings, is richer than the latter alone. 
^2	  The special issue of Security Studies is 18(2) (Summer 2009), and the book (Routledge, 2010) is called Gender and International Security.
